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1  The HIT icon shows a mitochondrion which is an organelle found in all eukaryotic organisms. It generates 

most of our cell’s energy. Due to the fact that its DNA is inherited from the mother, it can be used to trace 
our ancestry and uncover the evolutionary history of populations. The mitochondrium was chosen 
because it is a biological equivalent of traceability. 
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Important Notice 
The purpose of this Whitepaper is to provide to potential contributors (the "Contributors"), 
also in connection with the proposed Token Offering ("TO") of the Health Information 
Traceability (HIT) Foundation (the "HIT Foundation"), relevant and reasonable, even though 
not comprehensive, technical and operational information with regard to the projects set 
forth herein and their rationale in order for them to determine whether to undertake a 
thorough analysis of the HIT Foundation and its projects with the intent of acquiring HITC 
tokens. 

For potential Contributors, it is essential to know, that the HIT Foundation and its core 
application and tokens exist, however, some of the projects set out in this Whitepaper are 
currently under development and not in use yet. Therefore, no warranties or 
representations can be and are made as to their successful implementation or deployment, 
or achievement of any other activities described in this Whitepaper, and any warranties 
implied by law or otherwise are – to the extent permitted by law – entirely waived.  

Before participating in the HIT Foundation's TO, a Contributor must have read and 
understood, too, the respective legal information contained in chapter 9 of this Whitepaper 
concerning the aforementioned topics. Furthermore, the HIT Foundation published its 
Terms & Conditions for the TO (the "Terms"), which are available on 
https://hit.foundation/investors/. This information must also be read, understood and 
consented to by a Contributor. 
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1 Abstract 
The Health Information Traceability (HIT) Foundation offers a decentralized and 
community-owned exchange that matches organizations seeking health information with 
individuals who are willing to provide it. Furthermore, it allows individuals to digitize and 
monetize their health data and trace its usage. Data is the currency of the future, and 
tokenization of health data’s value enables everybody to generate value from his data and 
pay health services with tokens. 

HIT Foundation addresses three key issues plaguing healthcare that prevent the availability 
of data to improve treatments and population health: 1) monopolization and fragmentation 
of health data leading to siloes, and inefficiencies in accessing data by all healthcare 
stakeholders, 2) lack of consent to use data, and 3) lack of incentives for individuals to digitize 
and share their health data. It is through the individual and the use of blockchain 
technology that a meaningful exchange of data can take place in a fair, secure and 
transparent manner. The individual is the one granting access to his data under a digital 
contract that determines the conditions of the data usage by information seekers such as 
research institutions, policymakers or hospitals.  

Due to its distributed architecture, the HIT Platform does not need a central database. The 
distributed system supports the global execution of new or existing business cases for 
information seekers on top of the HIT Platform without the need for intermediaries. HIT 
Platform uses the public NEM blockchain but will migrate by mid 2020 to the HIT Network, 
which is a healthcare domain-specific blockchain based on open source NEM technology. 
Masternodes secure the HIT Network and are spread out geographically to provide network 
stability. 

The basis of the HIT Platform and its subsequent ecosystem are two tokens: 1) The one billion 
HIT tokens are utility and payment tokens that facilitate the transactions of health 
information. Organizations seeking health information must acquire HIT tokens to 
incentivize individuals to digitize and share their data or achieve certain health related 
goals; 2) The five million HIT contributor tokens (HITC) are issued and sold to 
investors/contributors to build and run the platform (asset token). Running a HIT 
Masternode requires 50’000 HITC Tokens for staking.  

Aligning stakeholder interests through incentives are at the core of the HIT Platform. 
Whenever health data is shared, the individuals are rewarded with HIT tokens which can be 
converted into fiat currencies or used to redeem Health Services.  Every reward payout 
generates 12 % transaction fees, where 5% are divided among active wallets and 5% among 
the 5 Mio. HITC tokens. Masternodes of the HIT Network are located in different continents, 
and the 2% transaction fee is divided among the respective regional Masternodes in the 
continent matching the request. 
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2 Value Proposition 
The Health Information Traceability (HIT) Foundation is the proposition of a distributed and 
community-owned exchange for health information that powers a global data-driven 
healthcare ecosystem. This is only possible if individuals are enabled and motivated to use 
digital solutions to make their health-related data shareable and are matched with 
information seekers who are willing to pay for their data. Therefore, HIT Foundation 
addresses the three main problems around health data: 

1. Lack of incentives 
HIT Foundation motivates individuals to digitize their health-related data and give 
the individual the opportunity to a) earn tokens in exchange for data and b) 
redeem bonuses for the tokens earned. 

2. Centralization of data 
HIT Foundation puts individuals at its center and in control over the use of their 
health data to make their data from different data silos shareable. 

3. Data privacy 
Through HIT Foundation individuals can control the usage of their health data and 
remain anonymous if they want. 

Such a distributed ecosystem can be implemented with blockchain technology, making 
transaction processes transparent and more efficient at the same time. A blockchain-based 
token system is predestined to align incentives among ecosystem participants, e.g., 
providers of health information and those who want to analyze health data. It allows the 
latter to have direct access to providers of health information without the need for 
intermediaries. A non-for-profit foundation builds the HIT infrastructure to enable the 
distributed business model. At the same time, it puts individuals in control of the use and 
monetization of their health data.  
 
 

3 Introduction 
In healthcare, tremendous amounts of data are generated by medical documentation, 
regulatory requirements, and patient care1. Precision medicine and the general trend of 
digitization in healthcare lead to a constant rise of data being gathered at the individual 
user’s or patient’s level 2,3. Another driving force in this massive growth of data is the 
individual himself, e.g., when using a fitness or wellness app. According to PwC, the global 
connected health market is worth 61 billion USD by 2020 with an annual growth rate of 
33%4. The global digital health market is worth 504.4 billion USD by 2025 according to Global 
Market Insights5.  

According to a recent survey in Switzerland, 43% of all people would be willing to provide 
personal data to medical research, either for free or for a reduction of their health insurance 
premium6. 54% of internet users are willing to share their health data with their health 
insurance if they receive intensives such as vouchers or premium reduction7. In France, 99% 
of all internet users would be willing to share personal information if they received cash 
rewards in return8. However, 79% of German online users want the power to decide who 
can access their health data9. 

 

3.1 Lack of interoperability, incentives & privacy 

However, the reality is that very often this data cannot be shared due to a lack of 
interoperability, i.e., it is being stored in one application or in a non-standardized format that 
cannot be utilized by other applications. Sometimes it is still on paper, although it is 
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acknowledged that digitally sharing data can save lots of money10. The Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) or the Swiss national patient record (EPD) are 
examples of addressing the interoperability problem with substantial investments from the 
government side 11’12.  

However, data silos do not only exist due to the lack of standards but because a lot of 
stakeholders and companies base their business model on the monopolization of data. 

The second primary reason why data is not being shared digitally or digitized in the first 
place are missing incentives, for the individual, i.e., the owner of health data. Cost saving 
effects of sharing data digitally often do not occur where the work has been done. In the 
case of the individual, it is hard to motivate him or her to transmit and share health data 
unless there are clear benefits in doing so.  

Privacy concerns are the third reason why individuals are reluctant to share their personal 
data13. They either do not trust the data security measures or are concerned that businesses 
hand on their data to third parties14. Recent cases do not help in that respect, where patient 
records were analyzed to improve AI applications via machine learning without the 
patients’ consent15 or where hospital systems have been hacked16. Whoever deals with 
patients’ data should be concerned with how to secure and audit data. According to the 
European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), individuals must be able to trace 
their data and exert the right to have data deleted. 

It appears that the current healthcare system and its health-IT infrastructure is not prepared 
for the challenges that it faces to facilitate a seamless data exchange. Moreover, under those 
circumstances, it is not possible to reduce the cost of operations by optimizing processes or 
applying new business models in healthcare.  

 

3.2 Value of health data 
As mentioned earlier, the individual’s data is being used by companies to make money17, 
e.g., by pharmaceutical companies or by companies building decision support systems 
such as IBM Watson18. An even bigger market seems to be fitness, lifestyle and health data 
collected with smartphones or with Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Data that big IT 
companies use to their advantage to develop their business models for healthcare. 

There are only estimates what personal health data are worth, deducted from what 
companies are willing to invest to gather those data. IBM bought Truven Health Analytics 
for $2.6 billion in order to train Watson on 200 million patient records, meaning that one 
record was worth 13 USD. Which is a low price if you take into account what pharmaceutical 
companies invest to gather clinical trial data and real-world evidence (RWE). When Roche 
acquired Flatiron health for 1.9 billion USD, it paid roughly 850 USD per patient record of the 
cancer treatment 19. In a deal worth 60 Mio USD Genentech partnered with 23andme to 
analyze genome data of 3’000 patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease 20. At the eve of 
an outcome-based drug pricing this kind of data becomes essential for the pharmaceutical 
industry to prove that a medication is effective21. In some outcome studies, the price per 
patient data set can exceed GBP 28’000.- 22. These are just extremes of a distribution with 
the “real” value of health-related data somewhere in the middle. Prices that are being paid 
for so-called post market surveillance might be a better indicator, with an average of 441 
Euros per patient paid to the physician providing the data 23. 

It is noteworthy that the lion’s share of the costs for gathering these data is caused by the 
process of collecting the raw data from the participating patients and health care 
professionals involved. Refining and standardizing those data to be able to run the data 
analysis is the other cost driving factor. This is the job of intermediaries that organize the 
study population and audit the data, to avoid fraud. However, the most important 
advantage of a data exchange is the time a data seeker can save in the recruitment of 
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participants who match the necessary inclusion criteria and are willing to provide their data. 
In the case of pharma corporations, the reduction of the time-to-market would add 
tremendous benefits to patients, industry, and healthcare systems. 

A blockchain-based solution can lead to process optimization because it can be queried for 
study participants. The ability to directly access patients would dramatically lower 
administrative costs and speed-up the data collection. Transfer of data can be direct, secure 
and transparent by securing the identity of the person at the same time. 

It should be stressed that clinical research and RWE generation are only two use-cases in 
healthcare where a blockchain-based system can directly connect individuals and their 
health-information with those who want to utilize health data (see chapter 5.3 Use Cases). 

 

3.3 Blockchain Technology in Healthcare 

A majority of decision-makers in healthcare expect rapid adoption of blockchain-based 
applications. More than 80 percent expect a widespread blockchain adoption within five 
years, with research in the precision medicine field leading the way24. The number of 
healthcare projects applying blockchain technology is proliferating, and they can be 
categorized into data infrastructure projects and specific applications25. The blockchain in 
healthcare market is expected to be valued $5.61 billion by 2025 with a CAGR of 63.9% from 
$176.8 million in 201826. 

Recently, there is a rising number of blockchain projects in the healthcare area that applies 
permission-based blockchain and or executes centralized business models that do not 
necessarily need a blockchain. Moreover, some claim to put medical data on a blockchain 
which violates a central pillar of data protection laws, which is the right to be forgotten. It is 
the very nature of a blockchain that it is immutable and persistent. We have to be aware 
that every transaction is stamped and recorded. Nevertheless, if implemented properly, this 
can be very useful in the healthcare sector.  

Blockchain-based contracts have the potential to reduce transaction costs dramatically 
when transactions are triggered once certain prerequisites are fulfilled. “Smart contracts 
can be understood as software agents, which act deterministically and autonomously, 
within the scope of a given network, according to a predefined rule set.” 27   

 

 

4 Solution 
4.1 Community-owned Exchange for Personal Health Data 

It should be stressed that the HIT Foundation’s system is only the enabler of an ecosystem 
where individuals can monetize personal health data and data seekers can access data in a 
much more efficient, hence faster and even cheaper way. Like Uber or Airbnb that are 
online marketplaces for mobility and accommodation, HIT Foundation is a marketplace for 
personal health data with the individual in control. However, unlike Uber or Airbnb the HIT 
Platform is distributed with no central authority and does not monopolize the data of 
individuals. The individual is the one granting access to his data under a digital contract that 
determines the conditions of the data usage by information seekers without the necessity 
to disclose his identity. 

Participants must be able to exchange their tokens not only for information purposes but 
also for services or goods. It applies mainly to the individual but also to health professionals 
who collect tokens. Services or goods can be everything from a medical video-consultation 
to a wellness offer or a reduction in the health insurance premium. Even retailers or mobile 
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phone carriers can be part of the ecosystem if they are willing to accept HIT tokens as a 
means of payment. Moreover, the same mechanism that is applied for matching individuals 
and service providers can be used to target individuals with information only relevant to 
them. 

One of the main tasks will be to bring the provider of services, goods and information into 
the HIT system. 

 

4.2 Token-Information Exchange 

Based on digital contracts the individual can receive tokens corresponding to the “value” of 
the data that is assigned by the token giver, i.e. information seeker. The digital contract that 
is incorporated in the request determines the access to the data and the transfer of tokens 
under the agreed conditions. 

When registering for a wallet the individuals are requested to provide some basic 
information about their health status, e.g., weight and medication (see Figure 1). For this 
initial information they receive tokens. This basic health information is stored off-chain 
under the sovereignty of the individual in his mobile phone, medical data repositories, or 
distributed file systems. To keep transaction costs low, the on-chain transactions will be held 
at a minimum. 

 
Figure 1. The process of token transfer and data access recorded on the blockchain 

 

The information seekers write their queries on the blockchain where the app of the 
individual can retrieve offers that match the profile of the individual.  

There will be different levels of data given and requested concerning their validity, e.g., data 
that is pure self-report or medical data that is being validated by a trusted partner such as 
a doctor or pharmacy. HIT Platform is an exchange where all different levels of information 
will be sought and given. A market research institute will be satisfied with self-report 
whereas blood sugar levels might have a different monetary value when given as self-report 
instead of a measurement transmitted by a certified blood-glucose monitor. 

If the individual decides to provide information, he can grant access to the storage of the 
data or enter the measurements directly into a questionnaire displayed in the wallet or in a 
3rd party application. In return, she/he receives the number of tokens defined in the digital 
contract. Of this token amount 12% are considered transaction fees: 5% are equally 
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distributed among active wallets, 5% are equally distributed among all asset tokens and 2% 
divided among HIT Masternodes in the region matching the request. 

With the tokens, the individual can redeem services/goods or exchange them at one of the 
crypto-currency exchanges according to the official exchange rate. 

The HIT token can also be used by any 3rd party application, e.g. giving app and chatbot 
developers the opportunity to incentivize their users for providing health-related 
information. 

 

4.3 Membership 
The HIT ecosystem is decentralized and open, i.e., everybody - healthy individuals or patients 
- can onboard. In most cases, the identity or the fact that the app/wallet belongs to a real 
person or that he/she is suffering from a particular disease must be validated. HIT does not 
keep any data of the individuals; therefore, those data has to be verified by a third party that 
is being trusted by the parties involved in the transfer of information for the tokens. 

Services of identity providers will be implemented when suitable. New means of 
identification such as self-sovereign identity will be explored. 

A bulk registration of previously verified members through a trusted partner, e.g., health 
insurance or hospital is allowed. The information seekers and service providers can self-
register, but their identity needs to be confirmed by a third party as well. In the beginning, 
this third party is the HIT Foundation. Once the Masternode Network is in place, such 
services may be offered by organizations running a Masternode. 

 

4.4 Health data types 

With the help of the HIT Platform, different kinds of data can be exchanged. That ranges 
from pure self-report or data from lifestyle apps to medical data that can be verified as such 
by third parties like health-professionals or by connected devices such as blood glucose 
monitors. Data can also be entered manually on request or scanned (data capture) or 
provided via existing databases.  

The information seekers define what kind of data they are looking for. It is expected that 
individuals can earn more tokens with validated data, e.g. a diabetic’s record might be more 
valuable if a health professional has verified the disease or the blood glucose measurement 
comes from a certified and connected blood glucose meter. Reaching a predefined goal in 
a prevention program also counts as health data, and the token reward thus would be used 
to modify an individual’s behavior. At any rate, only structured and digitized data is being 
transferred by the HIT Platform. 

 

4.5 Data transfer and interoperability 
It should be stressed that HIT does not want to possess any data. Personal data, especially 
the metadata for matchmaking, stays on the user’s phone and never leaves them, nor can 
it be retrieved without the consent of the individual user. Secondly, the data shared with 
the information seeker is transferred off-chain directly between the two parties. To facilitate 
that data exchange in the future, HIT plans to offer an open and off-chain data exchange 
connector that will incorporate the most common standards, like Fast Healthcare 
Interoperability Resources (FHIR) or allows to transfer data from the person’s repositories to 
the data requester. 

As another means of data exchange, QR-code reading will be implemented. Very few 
healthcare applications have used it to transfer medical data such as the Medication Plan 
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in Germany or Switzerland28. However, it is well established in the world of cryptocurrency, 
where wallets have a QR-code address and by simply scanning it the user can transfer 
cryptocurrencies from his wallet to another one without involving an intermediary. Instead 
of cryptocurrencies, the health information can be transferred by scanning the address of 
the recipient, and in return, a HIT token can be transferred to the wallet of the data sender 
according to the digital-contract executed. 

On the basis of the HIT ecosystem, interested parties can build their use-cases by either 
transferring data directly through the system and execute the information-token-exchange 
based on digital contracts or verifying an off-chain data-transfer that leads to an exchange 
of tokens. Moreover, the token-asset exchange can be performed and recorded in the HIT-
system. 

 

4.6 Technology 
The HIT Foundation decided to use NEM as a public blockchain solution to launch the first 
version of the HIT Platform. Advantages of the NEM blockchain are as follows: 

● Good scalability  
● Secure and established blockchain 
● Proof-of-importance = Energy conserving consensus mechanism 
● Mobile Multi-sig wallet with extended functionalities 
● Interaction with blockchain through API with an increased speed of software 

delivery  
● Digital contracts can be adapted because logic remains off-chain. Public blockchain 

can interact with domain-specific  blockchains 

As a next step, HIT Foundation launches the HIT Network, a domain-specific blockchain 
based on NEM’s next core engine (“Catapult”)29. The network will be powered by a 
maximum of 42 HIT Masternodes that are operated by partners who share the vision of HIT. 
 

4.7 System architecture 
The HIT system is decentralized, open, and autonomous. The underlying architecture is 
shown in Figure 2. It is essential to structure the application in a way that it does not become 
a single point of failure and that a central authority cannot corrupt it. 

 
Figure 2. System Architecture 
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4.7.1 Blockchain Layer 

The blockchain layer provides a trustless backend service that has built in redundancy and 
immutability. For the first version, the current NEM public chain (“NIS1”) will be utilized. Every 
node running NIS1 provides API endpoints30 that can be called by applications to perform 
functions on the blockchain. 

The next step is the launch of the public HIT Network to replace the NEM public chain as a 
backend. HIT Network will be based on NEM Catapult. It comes with new functionality such 
as aggregate transactions and cross-chain swaps. These technological advances will allow 
us to provide the health information infrastructure of the future that is interoperable with 
other public blockchains. HIT Network will be open to third-party developers to create their 
own applications. 

 
4.7.2 Application Layer 

The Individual uses a mobile client (Wallet) or a web-client to access the system. It contains 
the private keys and displays the token balance, health profile, and tailored opportunities to 
earn tokens as well as services/goods that can be redeemed with the token. The information 
and token exchange functionality can be executed through the HIT application.  

It is essential to understand that the HIT Foundation does not store or control any data of 
the individuals (see Figure 3). The data must be under the sovereignty of the individual.  

When a Data Seeker creates a query, it is written on the blockchain. The individual’s app 
reads the query, filters it and shows the matching queries to the individual (see Figure 4). 
On acceptance, data is given to an Oracle that verifies the data and reports the proof-of-
delivery. This event triggers the token transfer from the seeker to the creator on the basis of 
the digital contract. 

 
Figure 3. Data Exchange 

 

The individual can transmit data according to existing standards to the Oracle. In most 
cases, the seeker will search the data in its standardized format. If necessary, Oracles can 
analyze and refine the data according to the needs of the information Seeker. In the future, 
there will be Oracle platforms where the data is temporarily placed and examined. The 
individual/Data Creator can then withdraw the original data, and the Seeker only gets the 
results without having had access to the original data. 
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Figure 4. Screens Smartphone App 

 

 
4.7.3 Data Protection 

The individual’s profile data, i.e., basic personal health data are to be stored under the 
sovereignty of the individual. Larger datasets such as X-rays are accessed via the existing 
records systems or personal health records. Health data that is on smartphones or 
smartwatches can be obtained if the individual is granting the HIT application access to it.  

In this way the HIT-system allows individuals to access their health data that are scattered 
throughout the healthcare system. The HIT system communicates with existing software 
solutions according to established standards. 

Data is transmitted encrypted but not stored. Only the public key is in the system. The 
private key is under the sovereignty of the individual. During the onboarding process, the 
individual is advised to store the private key securely. 

 

 

5 A new deal for the healthcare system 
In order to thrive, the blockchain-based exchange for personal health information must 
serve everybody’s needs in the HIT ecosystem. All participants must have an interest in 
exchanging information for tokens, and those participants who are not only hunting for the 
data must have an opportunity to exchange tokens into a bonus, i.e., services, benefits or 
exchange tokens at one of the existing token exchanges into real money. 

 

5.1 Exchange of data, tokens, and bonuses 
Motivating individuals to share information especially about health-related behavior has 
seen many attempts. Recently, leading Swiss health insurances, launched the App Active, 
where physical activity, as operationalized by daily steps, is being rewarded with coupons 
that can be traded at online stores31. Up to this date, almost all projects are bilateral, failing 
to motivate all participants involved and often leave the individual with the least benefit and 
control of all. 

The central asset to be exchanged in the HIT ecosystem is information that has a token 
value attached to it. The token value depends on how much the network participant values 
the information in question. Different assets are services and goods, which can be 
exchanged for tokens. For example, a bonus can be a discount from health insurance or a 
second opinion by a hospital. Examples of the interchange of information, token and bonus 
will be given in chapter 5.3 Use Cases. 
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The exchange of these items between the stakeholders of the system is complex. Although 
everybody is connected in the network, in the beginning, the majority of transactions are 
expected to occur between patients and research institutions. However, the nature of an 
open system entails that an increased exchange of items will occur wherever the benefit is 
highest. 

 

5.2 Market Access 
Nowadays, the central problem for healthcare applications is access to potential users. In a 
highly regulated system, this causes a considerable challenge because existing 
stakeholders are very reluctant to give access to their users, either due to privacy issues or 
pure fear of losing customers. Furthermore, there are no incentives for individuals to digitize 
their health data. When they are healthy, they are not motivated, and when they are sick, 
the data flows through the existing channels of the healthcare system that are not under 
their control.  

Currently, no patient-centered healthcare application has managed to get over the 
bootstrapping problem and leveraged the network effect due to a low application utility 
when only a few users are in the network. Introducing a token solves that problem because 
it provides the system with an additional utility right at the beginning.  

Besides giving a substantial amount of token for the first users (see 7.5.1) potential 
multipliers such as patient groups or social media influencer will be rewarded with tokens 
when they bring users onto the HIT Platform. During the initial growth phase, the 
information seekers or entities building use cases (see 5.3) will be rewarded with tokens as 
well.  

A central pillar of the initial growth phase will be the focus on chronic disease with a strong 
need for data to control it such as pulmonary diseases, where the HIT team has an excellent 
network of opinion leaders, patient groups and industry representatives. For that specific 
indication, even data from healthy users are of high value because of linking risk factors to 
an actual disease, e.g., prevalence and risk stratification purposes. 

 

5.3 Use Cases/Protocols 
The HIT Foundation is only the provider of the functionality of an online exchange for 
personal health information as described in chapter 4.1. The HIT Foundation is also 
responsible for the governance and functions as an advocate of the individual. The goal is 
to enable members of the network to implement their business cases in a much more 
efficient way as it is possible in the current healthcare systems. 

There are many use cases/protocols possible on the basis of the HIT Network. The following 
list of use-case areas is a non-exhaustive enumeration: 

a. Research/Surveys/Real Word Evidence 

Information seekers ask individuals for providing data directly to the seeker, e.g., 
research, post-market surveillance, monitoring of treatment side-effects, etc. 

b. eConsent and Revenue Sharing 

Previously obtained data repositories, such as DNA or tissue sample data banks can 
use the HI-Trust app to obtain informed consent from the individual for analyzing 
their data. Revenue sharing between the operator of the data repository and the 
individual can be implemented. 

c. Adherence/Behavior Modification 
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Target behavior can be rewarded when it is recorded on the blockchain, e.g., in 
prevention programs or for process optimization. 

d. Services 

Individuals can redeem medical or non-medical services with the HIT tokens that 
they earned in use-cases a, b, c. 

e. Targeted Information Placement 

Publications or services can be displayed in the app when it matches the user’s 
profile data. Due to blockchain technology, the user’s data cannot be exploited. 

General business benefits are the ability to manage access to personal health information 
through digital contracts, building an incentive system and not having to rely on 
intermediaries. A dramatic reduction of administrative time and costs can be achieved. 
Privacy can be maintained, which is very important to those whose health data may be of 
stigmatizing nature, such as HIV or mental health issues. 

Direct access to individuals allows companies to offer disruptive services without having to 
rely on the existing stakeholders in the healthcare system, as they usually do not have an 
interest in sharing control and profit. 

 

 

6 Organization 
6.1 Foundation and Operational Entity 
The HIT Foundation is a foundation established under the laws of Switzerland and 
registered in the commercial register of the state of Zug; its legal domicile is in Zug. It 
contemplates a corporate reorganization that may include the creation of one of several 
other independent or affiliated operational, legal entities. 

The organizational form of a foundation has strong credibility in dealing with health data 
and being a patients’ advocate. It aims to create value for the people instead of maximizing 
individuals’ profit. 

The HIT Foundation’s responsibilities are: 

● Funding and supporting the HIT infrastructure 
● Token creation and distribution 
● Enable token exchange 
● Governance and mediation body 
● Allocate transaction fee to asset token holders 

Another purpose of the HIT Foundation, at a global scale, will be the facilitation, promotion, 
and support of applications running on the open HIT-system. Governance and standards of 
the HIT Foundation are documented in the bylaws.  

 

6.2 Team 

The HIT Foundation is driven by a strong team with excellent expertise in healthcare. 
Experience of many startups shows that a highly regulated market with strong 
stakeholders will not accept newcomers even if the idea is brilliant or the organization 
behind it has been successful in other fields. In addition to the knowledge about the 
healthcare market, the team has proven to understand how the analog healthcare world 
can be connected to the digital universe.  
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Board of Directors  
• Chairman Dr. rer. soc. Eberhard Scheuer 
• Member Markus Ott 
• Member Paul Rieger 

Management Team  
• CEO Dr. Eberhard Scheuer 
• CTO Vega Paithankar 
• Chief Data Officer Quy Vo-Reinhard, Ph.D., MBA 
• Growth Hacker Isaac Chan 
• Head of Product Paul Rieger 
• Chief Project Officer Fátima Sanz de León 
• Chief Legal & Compliance Officer Diane Bailey  

Advisory Board  
• Medical Informatics & Interoperability Prof. Dr. med. Christian Lovis 
• Medical Law & Privacy Prof. Dr. med. Dr. iur. Christian Dierks 
• User Experience Dr. Sibylle Peuker 
• Communications Joseph Elborn 
• Digital Health Advisor Steven Yeo 

 

7 Token & Business Modell 
HIT Foundation builds on the public NEM blockchain and open source NEM technology. 
Therefore, tokens on the HIT Platform are divisible Mosaics. The HIT Platform’s revenue 
model relies on its two tokens: the HIT and the HITC tokens. The key metric is the token-
reward payout because it indicates the velocity of the tokens and it generates the 
transaction fee to be allocated to wallet and/or asset token owners. 

 

7.1 HIT – Utility and payment token 
The primary HIT token is a payment and utility token that facilitates the transactions of 
health information. In the future, the HIT tokens will become a currency for healthcare and 
power the HIT Token Economy (see Figure 4). Information seekers acquire tokens to 
incentivize individuals to digitize and share their data, while individuals can: a) redeem 
bonuses/services that are offered by service providers on the platform; b) trade it for another 
cryptocurrency; or c) exchange it for cash at designated exchanges. Individuals can also 
monetize their data that is stored in external repositories and share revenues with the 
information repositories such as personal health records, claims processing companies, 
hospitals, and pharmacies. The HIT tokens can also be used to reward individuals for 
treatment adherence or reaching specific goals, e.g., in prevention programs. 

 

7.2 HITC- Asset token 
The HIT contributor tokens (HITC) are issued and sold to investors/contributors to build and 
run the platform (asset token). Contributors thereby gain the right to receive a share of a 5% 
transaction fee that is collected from the information seekers. The total transaction fees will 
be divided equally among all HITC tokens on a regular basis. In the context of the token 
offering, contributors are also entitled to 100 HIT when buying 1 HITC (see 7.5). 
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7.3 HIT Masternodes 
The public HIT Network is a healthcare domain-specific blockchain based on open source 
NEM technology 32. 42 HIT Masternodes secure the HIT Network and are spread out 
geographically to provide network stability (see Figure 5). MN are operated by partners that 
share the HIT vision. The HIT Network will launch in Q3 2020. Until then the HIT platform 
runs on NEM Main Net. 

Each HIT MN requires 50’000 HITC Tokens for staking. A 2% transaction fee is divided among 
HIT MN in the region matching the request. Masternode posses special rights such as 
harvesting HIT tokens in a region (native token of the network) or minting your own tokens. 
Harvesting HIT tokens through Masternodes is suited for financial investors and 
organizations that are active in research and information exchange.  

It has been mentioned before that contributors are also entitled to 100 HIT when buying 1 
HITC. In the case of a Masternode that equals 5 Mio HIT payment tokens. Payout of the HIT 
tokens consists of a 10% signing bonus (500’000 HIT) and monthly payouts of a 2.5% percent 
(125‘000 HIT) over the course of 3 years.  

 
Figure 5. Regional HIT Masternode Distribution 

 

7.4 Transaction fee 
When the individual user delivers the data according to the digital contract, the information 
seeker transfers the HIT Tokens to the individual’s wallet. Of this token amount, 12% are 
considered transactions fee (indicated by % in Figure 4), 5% are equally distributed among 
all wallets whose owner update their personal data on a regular basis, 5% among all HITC 
asset tokens, and 2% transaction fee in one continent is divided among the respective 
regional Masternodes. The same transaction fee applies when information seekers are 
granted access to data in existing repositories or when reward providers compensate 
individuals. In the case of targeted information placements, the whole amount paid for the 
placement will go to the community, i.e. 50% to all active wallets and the other half to all 
HITC asset tokens. 

 

7.5 Business Model 
The HIT token is a revenue model in itself once it is listed on the exchanges. The value of the 
capped utility and payment token is based on the size of the user base, the number of 
quality partners and how often the tokens change hands (velocity). A growing network 
leads to increased token demand and value. However, because the HIT tokens have to be 
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sold and bought on the exchanges, once they are being released to the network 
participants, they will be exposed to market volatility. 
 
Figure 6. HIT Token economy 

 
On the other hand, the revenues from the HITC token are directly linked to the number of 
users on the platform as can be inferred from  

Figure 6.  

Revenues from the HITC token are directly linked to the number of users on the platform.  
It is estimated that on the average each user generates € 80.- per month worth in HIT 
tokens. Based on that calculation, with a user base of 5 million individuals, one HITC would 
generate 32% dividend per year or even higher dividends if you run a Masternode. (see 
Figure 7).2 
 
Figure 7. Relationship of the number of users with transaction fee per HITC 

 
 

2 The example is for illustrative purposes, based on the expected functioning of the Reward Payout model.  
The model is not yet operational, so the figures used are expected reward payout scenarios not a guarantee 
or promise of future payouts. 
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HIT supports the development of a tool where data of individuals can be anonymized, 
stored temporarily and analyzed, therefore providing the information seekers with the 
necessary insights without having to own the data. At that point, the main tasks of the 
foundation will be governance and active community management. 

 

7.6 Token Offering 
7.6.1 HIT Utility and payment token distribution 

A total of 1 billion HIT Tokens is distributed to facilitate transactions. It is not used to finance 
the project but disseminated to individual users, partners and asset token holders as a perk, 
as well as stakeholders to initiate and facilitate the HIT Token economy. After the launch of 
the app it can be used to pay individuals for providing data to information seekers. After the 
initial distribution phase, information seekers must buy the HIT tokens through the Crypto 
Exchanges where the token is listed. 

 
Figure 8. Token distribution 

 
 

As indicated in Figure 8 the HIT Tokens will be initially distributed in the following way: 

● 30% of all HIT Tokens (300 million) will be allocated to the contributors when they 
buy HITC Tokens during the token offering. 

● 25 % of the tokens (250 million) are going to be used as a reward to individuals 
when opening a personal wallet/account for the first time and being verified by a 
trusted third party. There is a strict 1-person-1-wallet policy! The initial number of 
tokens per wallet depends on the time when the individual onboards the HIT 
platform. It starts with 400 tokens for the first person to onboard and decreases by 
a decreasing rate, theoretically lasting for the whole world’s population. 

● 20 % of the HIT Tokens (200 million) will remain with the Foundation as a strategic 
reserve.  

● 12 % (120 million) consists of founder and team reward. 

● 10 % (100 million) of the tokens will be awarded to strategic partners that build use 
cases directly linked to the HIT Network. Thereby: 

o a maximum of 75 Mio. tokens are reserved for strategic projects where 5 
tokens will be awarded for each new individual user brought into the 
system by the strategic partners.  

o a maximum of 25 Mio. tokens are reserved for the incentivization of service 
and good providers. 
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● 3% (30 million) of the tokens will be given out as bounty for supporting or 
promoting the platform. 

The HIT tokens will be widely spread to reduce its volatility. All team and founder tokens are 
subjected to a holding period of 6 months.  

The HIT Tokens that are given as a perk to Masternode HITC Tokens are released over the 
course of 36 months: 10% when the HITC Tokens are bought, consequently 2.5% each month 
until 100% of the perk is paid out. 

 
7.6.2 HITC Asset token distribution 

A total of 5 million HITC Tokens are issued. It gives participation rights in the 5% transaction 
fee paid by the information seekers. Three million HITC Tokens are to be sold to contributors 
to build and run the platform and 1 M HITC Tokens remain with the foundation and the 
team (see Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9. HITC token distribution 

 
The HITC Tokens, classified as asset tokens, will be listed at a later stage when exchanges 
are ready to list asset tokens. All team and founder HITC Tokens are subjected to a holding 
period of 12 months. All HITC Tokens that will not be sold during the token sale remain with 
the foundation. 

 
7.6.3 Milestones 

In November 2017 the HIT Foundation was formed and approved by the Swiss authorities 
in March 2018. The Foundation and its tokens are compliant with Swiss Financial Market 
Supervisory Authority (FINMA) regulations since May 2018.  

The Tokens and the first version of the Android mobile app are available since Q4 2018. 
Through directly targeting individual users and launching pilot use cases together with 
partners the build-up of the user base started in Q4 2018.  
 

Table 1. Targeted Timeline 

Nov 2017 Foundation founded in Zug, Switzerland 

Mar 2018 Foundation accepted by Swiss Foundation Supervisory Authority 

Mai 2018 Tokens approved by Swiss Financial Market Authority 

Dec 2018 Android App 

March 2019 Conclusion Private Sale € 500K 

May 2019 iOS App  

June – Dec 2019 Onboarding Campaign & STO Financing € 5 Mio Early stage A 

Q4/2019 Listing HIT payment token with 10‘000 users  

Q4/2019 Integration Medical Subject Headings (MESH) as Meta Data 
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Q4/2019 Integration 3rd party repositories / health records 

Q4/2019 National Lung Hospital Vietnam (live) 

Q2/2020 100‘000 transactions per month 

Q3/2020 Launch of HIT Masternode Network 

Q4/2020 500‘000 users 

2023 5 Million users globally 

 

Additional features and groundbreaking services are on the roadmap of 2019 and beyond. 
(see Table 1). Listing of the HIT token on exchanges is intended the app reaches 10‘000 
downloads, i.e., users. All project progress and milestones will be communicated through 
the HIT Foundation’s website and the community channels. 

 

7.7 Use of funds 
The funds raised during the Token Sale will go exclusively to the HIT Foundation. 

 
Figure 10. Use of total funds over five years 

 
The majority of the funds will be used to build the HIT Platform. Until the foundation is self-
sustaining through the share of transaction fees based on the foundation’s HITC tokens, the 
funds are used to operate the HIT Foundation, and their services for an estimated period of 
5 years. The distribution of the total funds raised in the Token Sale is displayed in Figure 10..  

International offices will be established in Asia, Africa, Middle East, North and South 
America. Europe will be covered by the headquarter in Switzerland.  
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8 Summary 
The benefit of the HIT Platform is the ability to empower the individual and to provide 
incentives to individuals to digitize, create, maintain and finally share their health data. 
Additional benefits are the traceability of individuals’ data, and that those who seek data 
can access individuals directly. Due to the absence of a central database the HIT 
differentiates itself from all other data platforms that try to monopolize and control the data 
of the individuals. Therefore, HIT revolutionizes the way health-related data is sought and 
monetized. 

The main risks are that not enough individuals will sign up to the platform and that there is 
a lack of services available that can be claimed by the tokens. The HIT Foundation has to 
take adequate measures to avoid the occurrence of those risk factors. However, the unique 
incentivization system of HIT will attract a high number of network participants. Therefore, 
it is imperative that the HIT payment tokens are listed at a Crypto Exchange to receive an 
external reference value. 

As a result of the Masternode Network HIT will be decentralized and potentially 
autonomous. As the first healthcare domain-specific Masternode Network, HIT is very 
attractive  to healthcare stakeholders and applications that want to use a blockchain for the 
execution of their business, but do not want to mix their transactions with non-healthcare 
specific transactions on another public blockchain. 

Blockchain technology and the creation of a token that represents the actual value of the 
health information is a unique value proposition to all participants of the HIT Platform. 
Market participants will solely determine the value of data. HIT is predestined to align 
incentives among all network participants, which in the past had not been possible 
regarding the essential data exchange that powers modern healthcare. 

The HIT vision is a community-owned and distributed exchange for personal health data 
that puts individuals at its center with all the control over their health data, which enables 
sustainable healthcare. Its disruptive potential lies in breaking existing data monopolies 
and the empowerment of a global data-driven healthcare system. 
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9 Legal disclaimer 
Reference is made to the Important Notice at the beginning of this document and the 
Token Sale Terms & Conditions published by the HIT Foundation. In addition, the 
information under this chapter 9 must be carefully read by Contributors. 

Each Contributor has to rely exclusively on his or her knowledge, investigation, judgment, 
experience and assessment of the matters which are the subject of this Whitepaper, and to 
verify their accuracy and completeness. In any event, it is recommended to obtain expert 
advice from e.g., legal or tax advisors in case of any uncertainties. 

All responsibility and liabilities for any loss or damage of whatever kind and nature (whether 
foreseeable or not) which may arise due to any person acting on any information relating 
to this Whitepaper, the HIT Foundation, all its projects, and/or any information which is 
made available in connection with any further enquiries, including without limitation 
forward-looking statements or information involving known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties, notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care, are – to the extent 
permitted by law – entirely excluded. 

Any views, statements, and opinions expressed in this Whitepaper reflect the current 
judgment of its authors, are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the 
date of the document, must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred 
to therein will occur, and may change without notice. There is no obligation whatsoever to 
amend, modify or update this Whitepaper or to otherwise notify a reader or recipient 
thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any view, statement, opinion, 
projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes 
inaccurate.  

This Whitepaper shall not be deemed a prospectus or investment form of any sort or a 
solicitation for investment. It shall not be used or relied upon by any person who is subject 
to laws which for whatever reason prohibit or restrict the distribution, publication, 
availability or use of this Whitepaper or any actions taken hereunder, such as the acquisition 
of HITC tokens (including without limitation citizens or residents of the U.S., Canada, U.K., 
Singapore, Hong Kong, China). All persons receiving this Whitepaper are required to inform 
themselves about and to observe all applicable restrictions. By accessing this Whitepaper, 
a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by its limitations, and the information set forth herein 
may still not be exhaustive. 
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